Sandyford Protocols

HIV TESTING & Risk Reduction
What’s new in this guideline


Updated prevalence tables



NHS funded PrEP will be available at Sandyford from early July

HIV testing itself is no longer a primary reason for a client to be referred to a
sexual health adviser (SHA) or a sexual health nurse with SHA competencies.
This revised guideline changes the focus of referral for HIV testing to the need
for in-depth risk reduction discussions where the client is agreeable.
All patients who have a sexual health screen should be offered HIV and
Syphilis testing. If declined, reasons should be entered in clinical notes.
Offering an HIV test as part of a check-up:
Sandyford operates an “opt out” testing policy – all clients should routinely be offered
an HIV test as part of their sexual health assessment due to the medical benefits of
knowing their HIV status.
All clients who attend and wish to have a sexual health screen within Sandyford
Services are given the “sexual health check up” leaflet on entering the service and
advised to read this prior to seeing any clinician.
The Opt-out Leaflet Explains:











A routine sexual health check up consists of tests for Chlamydia, Gonorrhoea,
HIV and syphilis.
The difference between HIV and AIDS.
The Window Period - the test will usually detect signs of HIV infection four
weeks after becoming infected although some people can take up to 8 weeks
to be completely sure..
The Medical Benefit of Knowing - there is no cure for HIV infection but there
have been advances in the treatment and management of HIV. This has
greatly improved the life expectancy, quality of life and overall health of many
HIV positive individuals.
Having a negative sexual health check up (which includes HIV) has no effect
on current or future life insurance or mortgage policies and does not need to
be declared on any insurance application. However having a positive test may
need to be declared on future applications and there are companies who will
provide insurance for people living with HIV.
That HIV is an uncommon infection (affecting 1.5 in a 1000 people in
Scotland) and in the early stages most people have no symptoms but can still
pass on the infection to others. A blood test is the only way to check for this
infection.
How The Test is Carried Out – A small sample of blood sent to the laboratory
to test for particles (p24 antigen) of HIV and antibodies against HIV.
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Clients to Refer To a Sexual Health Adviser:

First ever HIV Test for
 any man who has had unprotected anal
sex with another man (whether or not
he identifies as gay/ bisexual)
 any individuals from high prevalence
areas (sub-Saharan Africa, South East
Asia, Latin America) – See appendix
 any individual with a history of injecting
drug use or currently injecting if first
ever BBV screen.
 any individual involved in
prostitution/adult sex industry.
Individual with excessive anxiety
regarding HIV

Risk Reduction: Clients with significant
on-going risk with regards HIV or other
BBVs requiring risk reduction work

MSM requesting same day testing (Tuesday at Sandyford Central)

Clients presenting with symptoms
suggestive of HIV infection

Any client requesting to see a sexual
health adviser or sexual health nurse with
sexual health adviser competencies

Clients with learning or language
difficulties – see relevant protocol under
“Specialist Services”

Sexual contact of a known HIV positive
individual

The Opt-out Testing Process


Take a full sexual history to evaluate risk. Be alert for non-disclosure of risk
activity



Check if the client has read the Sexual Health Check up leaflet and whether
they have any questions regarding its content. Ask the client if they wish to go
ahead with the “sexual health check up” as detailed in the leaflet. The client
will either say yes or voice opinion on which tests they do not want.



The clinician needs to re-iterate what the window periods are for all infections,
confidentiality policy and organise how the results will be obtained. The client
should also be informed that if there is a problem with any of the sexual
health check up tests then they will be contacted and asked to return to
discuss the problem
Testing encouraged regardless of window period and practitioners should add
a patient action recall to the clients NASH record for a reminder text to be
sent to the patient when repeat test required out with the window period.
(Appendix 1)
Any client disclosing risk behaviours should have risk reduction strategies
explored with them. This should be the reason for the primary referral to a
sexual health adviser or specialist sexual health nurse with sexual health
advising competencies. If this is declined exploration of risk reduction
strategies should be carried out by the practitioner taking the test.







For MSM who fit the criteria for the SRP Choices counselling service, please
complete the assessment questionnaire and referral form if referral accepted.
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Urgent and same day HIV Tests
(Virus lab tel: 38722)
Same day HIV test results may be obtained if the sample reached the lab by 12pm
(and the lab is aware to do the test) and an appropriate appointment can be arranged
for that evening to give the result.
Next day results can be obtained by calling the virus lab with the patients details and
appropriate follow-up is arranged to give the results.
Obtaining Results
The decision on how a person receives their result should be made in partnership
between the health professional and the client at the time of taking the test.
All HIV results can be obtained by calling the automated results line two working
days from the day of the test. It is important to establish, particularly for those who
have had significant risk of HIV, how they feel regards obtaining the result in this way
and cover the following issues:


If negative result will clearly say HIV negative



If positive/Lost or Broken/Indeterminate the result will say “result
unable to be interpreted”

For results “unable to be interpreted” it is important to establish how the client may
feel hearing this result and advise them they would need to return to the service to
discuss what the issue with the sample may be. If client feels this would lead to
anxiety for them then they should be advised to return in person to collect result in 2
working days.
Clients who should return in person to collect results



Clients first ever HIV test where significant risk has been disclosed.
Clients with anxiety in relation to HIV testing or anxiety in relation to the
result being obtained on the results line

Please see Notification of Results protocol for further information on how clients
can collect results.
Confidentiality





Specimens are labelled with a NASH AN identification number and date of
birth only.
Assure the client that only they can decide who is informed about the test
and its result, and no-one is informed about the test without their consent
although there are limitations to this if they are deemed a risk to
themselves or others.
New Association of British Insurers (ABI) guidelines mean that insurance
agencies cannot obtain details of negative HIV test results (or non-serious
sexual infections) from GPs. We usually include results of all tests in
replies to GPs where the client has been referred in writing by a GP and
consent to communicate with the GP has been given (unless the HIV test
is positive).
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Letters Confirming HIV Antibody Test Result
A letter is only available to clients who are working in the adult sex industry. A
Sexual Health Adviser or Nurse with sexual health advising competencies will
facilitate this. There is no charge for this.
Sample Tube
For HIV and Syphilis the laboratory needs one large purple topped (9ml) vacutainer
bottle.
Sexual Risk Reduction Discussions
Taking a detailed sexual history will establish if the client has any risk factors that
may have put them at increased or higher risk of contracting HIV. It is important to
engage in a risk reduction discussion with these clients to promote behaviour change
to a safer healthier lifestyle. Motivational Interviewing approaches are useful in this
regard and all Sandyford clinical staff should have some basic awareness of using
this approach in sexual health risk reduction work.
Clients requiring more in-depth discussions regarding sexual risk reduction strategies
and who display a wish to engage in this discussion should be referred to a sexual
health adviser or sexual health nurse with sexual health adviser competencies.

For MSM who fit the referral criteria for SRP Choices you also have the option of
offering a referral directly to SRP Choices service. Review SRP Choices protocol for
referral process.
Individuals at high risk of HIV acquisition should be assessed for eligibility for PreExposure Prophylaxis (PrEP) and referred to a PrEP service if appropriate. Please
see Pre-Exposure Prophylaxis protocol.
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Appendix 1
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Appendix 2
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